
Week of February 13th, 2023 

Weekly Activity Number of Calls: 192 

 

Threats 

A Middle School student become out of control throwing items and threatening to get a firearm to 

shoot another student. SRO Downey responded and spoke with the student and parent. A threat 

assessment was conducted along with school officials and was deemed to not be credible. School 

consequences were administered and the parent will handle it further. 

 

Fraud 

Caller reported paying $8,000 of her own money and $4,000 of her friend's money in gift cards to a 

scammer pretending to offer $300,000 in a federal grant. Officers advised the caller that this was a 

scam, no government entity would request payment in gift cards, and you should not have to pay 

money to receive "free money." The caller was given their options on how to proceed.  

 

Drug Abuse 

Officers stopped a vehicle for expired plates. Illegal items were in plain-view inside the vehicle. The 

vehicle was searched and items of evidentiary value were located and two subjects were subsequently 

taken into custody for possession of methamphetamine, possess illegally obtained prescription, 

misdemeanor bail jumping, a DOC warrant, a Chippewa County warrant (child support), and felony bail 

jumping. 

 

Drug Abuse 

An officer observed a vehicle traveling all over on the roadway and then turn into a gas station parking 

lot. The officer made contact with the driver to make sure everything was alright and to inquire about 

the driving behavior. The driver said he was messing with his phone. While talking with the driver, 



officers observed a pink tricycle in the back which is against his probation rules not to possess toys for 

children. A probation search was conducted of the vehicle and he was arrested for felony bail jumping, 

possession of drug paraphernalia, possession of methamphetamine and carrying a concealed knife & 

throwing blades. 

 

 


